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Abstract. We propose Quantile Graphical Models (QGMs) to characterize predictive and conditional

independence relationships within a set of random variables of interest. This framework is intended to

quantify the dependence in non-Gaussian settings which are ubiquitous in many econometric applica-

tions. We consider two distinct QGMs. First, Condition Independence QGMs characterize conditional

independence at each quantile index revealing the distributional dependence structure. Second, Predic-

tive QGMs characterize the best linear predictor under asymmetric loss functions. Under Gaussianity

these notions essentially coincide but non-Gaussian settings lead us to different models as prediction

and conditional independence are fundamentally different properties. Combined the models comple-

ment the methods based on normal and nonparanormal distributions that study mean predictability

and use covariance and precision matrices for conditional independence.

We also propose estimators for each QGMs. The estimators are based on high-dimension techniques

including (a continuum of) ℓ1-penalized quantile regressions and low biased equations, which allows us

to handle the potentially large number of variables. We build upon recent results to obtain valid choice

of the penalty parameters and rates of convergence. These results are derived without any assumptions

on the separation from zero and are uniformly valid across a wide-range of models. With the additional

assumptions that the coefficients are well-separated from zero, we can consistently estimate the graph

associated with the dependence structure by hard thresholding the proposed estimators.

Further we show how QGM can be used to represent the tail interdependence of the variables which

plays an important role in application concern with extreme events in opposition to average behavior.

We show that the associated tail risk network can be used for measuring systemic risk contributions.

We also apply the framework to study financial contagion and the impact of downside movement in

the market on the dependence structure of assets’ return. Finally, we illustrate the properties of the

proposed framework through simulated examples.
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